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Helping passengers stay productive  
Business travellers are estimated to account for as much as 75% of an airline’s profits. 
Airlines who want to attract business travellers need to ensure a positive, memorable 
inflight experience that drives customer loyalty and keeps them coming back.

Using time effectively while flying is something business travellers prioritise. And 
remaining productive requires efficient, reliable connectivity onboard the aircraft. 
Indeed, it is something that business travellers regularly cite among their top two or 
three concerns: the lack of mobile network connectivity or poor-quality Wi-Fi typically 
ranks high in lists of business traveller complaints. 

Expectations for business travel have evolved alongside general mobile connectivity 
advances. Passengers today expect to be able to get online while on board, to enable 
them to keep working. Employers who are paying for executives to travel overseas by 
air expect their people to stay connected to the office.

 

Spaced-based connectivity and the aviation industry

LEO connectivity 
is a new frontier 

network solution.
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Connectivity challenges
Reliable inflight Wi-Fi is now a must-have, particularly for premium passengers paying 
for higher service levels in business or first class. It lets passengers remain productive 
while travelling, and for private jets, it means enabling virtual offices and Zoom calls  
at 30,000 feet.

Furthermore, more expectant business travellers need to be able to use cloud-based 
solutions while traveling. Some 77% of enterprises have moved to cloud computing–  
if business travellers cannot access the cloud reliably, productivity suffers. GEO satellite 
connectivity is not sufficient to provide the seamless inflight connectivity experience 
that business travellers expect. Today, even basic tasks like sending an email 
attachment often prove beyond current available inflight connectivity offerings.

Connectivity solutions
OneWeb Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite connectivity gives airlines the opportunity  
to give business travellers a connected experience that helps them remain productive 
wherever they are.  

More expectant  
business travellers need  

access to cloud-based  
solutions while traveling.
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Transforming business flying
OneWeb’s LEO satellite connectivity gives airlines the ability to provide 
premium class passengers with a more productive journey. Giving business 
travellers reliable, low-latency connectivity to work during flights will improve 
customer loyalty and drive profitability. 

The in-office experience inflight
Using OneWeb LEO satellite connectivity, airlines can deliver the capacity and low 
latency that business travellers demand. It will give them an inflight experience 
comparable to being in the office. Business passengers can make video calls over 
Zoom, Microsoft Teams or other higher bandwidth apps, access cloud-based files, 
send emails reliably and all the other actions taken for granted in a physical office.

Arrive refreshed and up to speed
Being able to remain productive throughout a flight can enable business 
travellers to arrive at their destination de-stressed and ready to go to work.

Enhanced opportunities  
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Teleconferencing 
Enabling business passengers to make video calls  
via Microsoft Teams, Zoom, or any other app.

Keep up with the news
No matter where in the world, business travellers can  
keep in touch with colleagues using email or instant 
messaging apps in real-time. 

Bring your own device
Empowering business passengers to use personal  
or work devices inflight, meaning secure access to 
corporate networks and data. 

Cloud in the clouds
Access corporate documents and files in the cloud  
from anywhere on earth. 
 

Greater control
Giving the more expectant and profit-driving business 
traveller greater choice and control over their inflight 
technology options. 

Enhanced and new applications
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Inflight connectivity transformed
OneWeb connectivity is a new frontier network solution that can help airlines 
transform their business passenger’s inflight experience. 

The high throughput and low latency will enable airlines to offer business customers 
the option of a productive experience, so flights no longer feel like time in limbo. 
Passengers can have the option to work, rest or play en route, so that they can  
arrive refreshed and ready for the business opportunities ahead.

OneWeb has partnered with recognized leaders in aircraft technology to develop a  
new, dedicated class of cost-effective inflight user terminals suitable for all aircraft  
types, and with hybrid LEO/GEO connectivity capabilities. Each terminal is to be 
provisioned for resilient, secure, two-way communications at speed and on the  
move, for flight paths everywhere.

OneWeb has partnered  
with recognized leaders  

in aircraft technology.



OneWeb is a global communications network powered from space, headquartered in London, enabling connectivity  
for governments, businesses, and communities. Aviation is a key market. Our high-speed network’s truly global 
coverage and low-latency performance will deliver a game-changing inflight connectivity experience for passengers. 
By supporting even richer cabin crew, flight deck and maintenance applications, OneWeb will enable airlines to 
confidently implement their digitalisation strategies. Find out more at www.oneweb.world/aviation
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To find out more connect with the OneWeb Aviation team. 
Register your interest oneweb.net/aviation 

Global space-based connectivity 
Connection everywhere changes everything

http://oneweb.net/aviation

